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Answer the question, then give book and chapter:

1. Artemisia Gentileschi incorporated the face of her rapist into her famous depiction of a Biblical murder. What is the name of the victim?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

2. Which Biblical heroine disguised herself as a prostitute in order to seduce her father-in-law?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

3. Which Biblical heroine was possessed by a husband-killing demon? How does she escape the curse?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

4. What is the fine owed if your rampaging ox gores a neighbor’s slave and you are found responsible?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

5. Who was ordered to lie on his left side for 390 days, thereby bearing the punishment of the house of Israel?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

6. Who were the two wives of Lamech, son of Methuselah?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

7. To whom did God give the sign of the fleece?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

8. How does Jezebel die?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

9. What is the sign of the third trumpet of the Apocalypse?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

10. What diminutive tax-collector climbed a tree in order to get a better view of Jesus?
11. Whose horses are described as swifter than leopards and fiercer than wolves?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

12. What Persian king ordered the restoration of the Temple?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

13. If your lips are like scarlet thread and your teeth are like a flock of sheep, what is your hair like?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

14. Which Biblical hero did God instruct to marry a prostitute?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

15. What does the writing on the wall say?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

16. How does Peter pay the temple tax?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

17. Who begat Aminadab?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

18. What is Og’s Kingdom?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

19. Who rather polemically accused Babylonian priests of using gold from their idols to hire prostitutes?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:

20. Who sees a vision of a flying scroll that is twenty cubits in length?
   Answer: 
   Book and chapter:
21. What queen was deposed after insubordinately refusing to display her beauty to the court at her husband’s command?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

22. What is the ark of the covenant made of?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

23. What early Christians mysteriously dropped dead after deceitfully withholding proceeds from the sale of their property?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

24. Whom does God teach a lesson using a fast-growing ricinus tree?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

25. How does Jesus heal the demoniac who lives among the tombs?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

26. What is the name of the valley you must cross to arrive at the Mount of Olives?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

27. Who is bitter as wormwood and sharp as a two-edged sword?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

28. What does deep call to at the thunder of God’s cataracts?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

29. Why don’t Israelites eat the thigh muscle that is on the hip socket?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

30. What is the penalty for sleeping with your uncle’s wife?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

31. If your belt is truth and your breastplate is righteousness, what is your helmet?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:
32. A loaf of bread for the tabernacle should contain how much flour?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

33. What is the guilt-offering that the Philistines are instructed to return with the ark?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

34. If a woman speaks up in church, what should you do?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

35. What did Esau get from Jacob in exchange for his birthright?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

36. How many men did King Solomon set to the task of quarrying the stone for the great
    temple?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

37. What sort of person is given to woe, sorrow, contentions, babbling, wounds without
    cause, and redness of eyes?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

38. How many Philistines did Adino the Eznite kill at once?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

39. All together, how many wives and concubines did Solomon have?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter:

40. When is it acceptable for a woman to break a promise?
   Answer:
   Book and chapter: